
The Complete “Service Provider” for 
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning



Welcome to Weatherite Service & Maintenance, 
Leaders in HVAC equipment installation, servicing,
maintenance, repair & replacement.

Established in 1972, Weatherite Service & Maintenance Ltd specialise in

the installation and service and maintenance of all aspects of 

air conditioning, heating and ventilation systems.

Our reputation for offering the complete service has helped us become

one of the UK’s leading service & maintenance companies, with a

proven track record and an impressive customer base to match.

As part of the Weatherite Group, we have the support and back up few

of our competitors can match in today’s highly competitive, fast-track

HVAC services environment - delivering a total commitment to

excellent customer service and satisfaction.

-      Nationwide network of 
        highly trained, skilled, 
        engineers providing a 
        ‘local’ rapid response 
        capability.

-       Preventative and re-active 
        maintenance programmes 
        to suit each individual 
        customer.

-       Emergency call-out 
        service - 24/7.

-       Complete design, installation 
        and commissioning of new, 
        refurbished or replacement 
        systems.

-       Full ISO:9001and 
        ISO:14001 Accreditation.

-       Member of REFCOM, 
        CONSTRUCTIONLINE, 
        CHAS and Safe Contractor.
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Our Expertise in Air Conditioning
Ensuring efficient operation of your air conditioning equipment can

help save a tremendous amount on energy costs as well as prolonging

the life of your equipment.

Ensuring a healthy, safe working environment is also of prime

importance for staff well being. 

As you would expect, with 40 years experience in the field, we can

install, service & maintain virtually any type of commercial air

conditioning system, across a broad spectrum of applications from a

small comfort cooling installation to a multi-application VRF

arrangement or multi site-chiller replacement/inspection programme.  

All our engineers are fully trained and conversant in all aspects of

Health and Safety and Construction Design Management (CDM)

regulations as well as being Safe Contractor approved and will ensure

your equipment is operating at optimum efficiency.

As an organisation, we are conscious about energy efficiency and

sustainability which is why we incorporate the latest energy saving

technology in all the solutions we offer. 

So, if it’s an air conditioning requirement - call the experts, Weatherite

Service & Maintenance.
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Our Expertise in Heating

-      All types of heating systems catered for including high 

        efficiency boiler applications.

-      Air source heat pumps absorb heat from the outside air and this 

        heat can then be used to warm water for radiators, for under floor 

        heating systems, warm air convectors and hot water. Ground 

        source heat pumps operate in a very similar manner but use the 

        earth’s heat to deliver the same solution. As you would expect, we 

        offer a complete service for these type of installations.

-      We have the knowledge and expertise to service & maintain 

        virtually any type of boiler including the latest ‘green bio-mass’ 

        energy efficient systems.

-      The need for compliance in line with current legislation on all 

        aspects of the Gas Safe register, health & safety and efficiency of 

        performance are number one priorities in all aspects of work 

        undertaken by our trained engineers.

-      Solar powered heating systems, used either as a supplementary or 

        primary heat source, are a viable alternative for many modern 

        buildings. We can advise on the options available and how to 

        achieve optimum results.
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Like all mechanical and electrical

equipment, heating and hot water

systems need looking after.

Regular servicing and

maintenance will help prolong the

life of the equipment and

maximise the overall performance

through its lifecycle. Weatherite

Service & Maintenance has a

wealth of expertise covering every

aspect of commercial heating and

boiler installation and servicing

and all our engineers are fully

trained, equipped and competent.

They have a high level of practical

and diagnostic experience, so you

can be assured your systems will

be running- and continue to run-

at optimum performance. 

Tailored service plans can be

designed to fit within your

particular budget, spreading the

cost over the coming years. 

http://buildings.we/


With over 40 years’ experience in the industry, we currently install,

replace, service and maintain a wide range of HVAC systems within

a wide range of buildings including small IT server rooms, high

dependency hospital operating theatre’s, school classrooms,

university lecture rooms, multi-site retail outlets and large

commercial/office spaces - to name but a few.

The main sectors we operate within include; Retail, Commercial,

Healthcare, Education, Hospitality, Leisure, IT Critical/Data Centres

and the Public Sector.

With our level of expertise, we can work closely with the end user

and/or their FM support teams to ensure we deliver exactly the

right solution, completed on time, to the client’ total satisfaction –

and within budget.

Our Expertise in Ventilation

-      Weatherite Service & 

        Maintenance can offer full 
        inspection, servicing and 
        cleaning and advise on all 
        aspects of ventilation to 
        ensure any specified 
        ventilation system complies 
        with all the current 
        legislation and delivers the 
        correct air change rate and 
        filtration quality. 

Our Expertise- in a wide 
range of Sectors
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Efficient air flow is paramount for a healthy working environment and

the latest regulations concerning indoor air quality and fire prevention

are aimed at tightening the parameters of ventilation systems to ensure

leakages are minimised, air quality improved and energy efficiency

increased.

At Weatherite Service & Maintenance, we offer full installation, repairs,

replacement and cleaning expertise in all areas of ductwork and

ventilation systems.

Our services also include; design, sourcing and installation of all

ductwork, engineering support, technical advice, selection and

installation of ventilation equipment, ventilation system design and

COSHH testing and certification.

As a modern and progressive company we pride ourselves on keeping

pace with the latest technology advancements and actively encourage

the continued professional development of our staff through training

in new equipment and techniques.



Our Expertise in Maintenance
Weatherite Service & Maintenance offers a comprehensive range of

maintenance contracts from inspection through to all encompassing

programmes that include call out, all parts, consumables and labour

charges.  We can tailor a programme to suit our customers' exact

requirements.

The result will be a plant that operates to design specification and is

fully able to meet the demands required, with little disruption.

-      Nationwide network of fully 

        trained service technicians, 

        ensuring the provision and 

        delivery of a quality service - 

        every time.

-      Planned preventative 

        maintenance programmes 

        available.

-      Fast, efficient reactive 

        maintenance services.

-      Call 0121 543 5800 for 

        more details.

Our Expertise in Servicing

-      Whatever your requirement, we are happy to undertake servicing 

        activity for any type of HVAC equipment.

-      We always respond quickly, whether it’s a breakdown of an 

        individual component or a full system failure.

-      Our local, fully trained and experienced engineers will also train 

        in-house staff, where appropriate.

-      We operate under strict Health & Safety legislation and are proud 

        of our safety record.

-      We undertake commissioning / decommissioning of refrigeration 

        plant and our engineers are registered for safe handling 

        of refrigerants.

-      We specialise in the replacement of existing, worn out equipment 

        with new, energy efficient systems, providing better performance 

        and shorter pay back periods.

-      Complete cleaning of systems, air flow balancing, 

        filtration changing, etc.

-      Comprehensive Spare Parts Centre - stocking Weatherite and 

        major HVAC branded products.
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Our Expertise in 24 Hour Re-Active
Emergency Service Provision

The unpredictable is, unfortunately, one of life's certainties. That's why

we consider our nationwide rapid response service an essential part of

our after-sales care.

Weatherite Service & Maintenance is always on call, 365 days a year, 24

hours a day, so our customers can always call us and receive a speedy

and efficient emergency service, anywhere within the UK. 

We realise the impact on our customers' business when equipment

breaks down and this is why we offer a comprehensive 24 hour

emergency service staffed by a  team of specialist engineers.

Weatherite Service & Maintenance also provide a Technical Helpdesk

(0121 543 5800), ready to take customer calls.

-      Regional and National rapid 

        response teams, aimed at 

        minimising plant downtime.

-      Delivering UK-wide service 

        and maintenance along with 

        complete management 
        and reporting activity.

-      365 days a year, 

        24 hours a day.

-      One number ‘National Call 

        Line’ for contract customers, 

        straight through to a Duty 

        Engineer 0121 543 5800.

-      Technical Helpdesk ready to 

        take your call (during normal 

        working hours).
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The Weatherite Group of Companies
Weatherite Service & Maintenance Limited

Weatherite Air Conditioning Limited

Weatherite Aluminium Solutions Limited

For full information on the products and services we 

offer call the sales team on: 

(0121) 543 5800 or if you prefer e-mail us on: 

saleswsml@weatheritegroup.com

Weatherite Service & Maintenance Ltd is totally committed to

delivering the highest levels of Quality, Service and Health & Safety

in every aspect of our work.

We are an ISO 9001 Quality Accredited company. We are also an ISO

14001 Environmental Management Accredited company, affirming

our commitment and responsibility in developing and

implementing an effective environmental management system.

And, because our business offering is primarily service based, we

realise how important it is to deliver the highest standards at all

times. That’s why all our engineers are highly trained, conscientious

professionals who understand the importance of working

efficiently and safely at all times.

Our engineers are fully conversant with all relevant Health & Safety

regulations as well as being Gas Safe and REFCOM registered.

We are also CHAS and Constructionline Accredited.

With 45 years expertise, Weatherite Service & Maintenance is part of 

the Weatherite Group, one of the UK’s leading HVAC organisations.

A Question of Quality, Service and Health & Safety

Weatherite House, Credenda Road,

West Bromwich, West Midlands. B70 7JE

www.weatheritegroup.com
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http://company.we/
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